
SOTITH CENTRAL RAILWAY Headquarters Office,
Works Branch,

Rail Nilayam, 5th Floor
Secunderabad-500025

No W.363iPlVol XIV Dated: O7 -06-2021

ST.DEN/Co-ord/SC,BZA, GTL, HYB, GNT & NED

Detailed instructions on the pre-monsoon action to be taken in respect of Banks,

Cuttings, Vulnerable locations etc., including watching of such l'ulnerable locations have

already been issued vide reference (l) & (2). As the Monsoon over various sections of
S.C.Railway has already set in, it is decided to launch a Week long special drive concerning

the following:

l. All Central Drains between the Double Line banks along with outfall shall be

thoroughly inspected and cleared ensuring that there is no impounding ofwater between

the banks. Special emphasis shall be given to the locations where BOXes have been

inserted under the track and formation consolidation has not taken place fully.

2. All Side drains and outfall of the Drains in the Cuttings. approaches of Tunnels and

Station Yards shall be inspected and cleared of silt, obstruction etc

3. All Catch water drains in Cuttings shall be inspected and cleared

The details oflocations where inspection is carried out along with action taken to clear

the drains shall be recorded in the following format by each ofthe SSEs/P.way and submitted

to the ST.DEN/DEN with an endorsement of ADEN that all locations have been covered:

Sno Km Details of Bank/Cutting Inspection & attention details

The ST.DEN/DENs shall consolidate the above details and furnish a certificate to Hqrs

through respective ST.DEN/Co-ord by l8-06-2021 stating that all the locations listed at (l) to
(3) above have been inspected and action has been taken to prevent any water stagnation.

\t}-{ffi
(Akshay Jha)

Chief Track Engineer

copy
copy

Secy to PCE for.kind information of PCE.

CPD/SD, CBE, CGE, CEAtrks, CE/P&D, CTE/TP, CTE/TM, CEIRSW, CE/BRH,

CUSD, CE/WS&F for information.

f,Ilr,t

Sub: Monsoon precautions - Special Drive on Clearing of Drains - Reg.

Ref: l. This offrce letter of even no. dated 19-05-2021.

2. Joint Engineering, Operating & Electrical circular - 2021

Block Section /
Yard


